Efficient global optimization is a popular algorithm for the optimization of expensive multimodal black-box functions. One important reason for its popularity is its theoretical foundation of global convergence. However, as the budgets in expensive optimization are very small, the asymptotic properties only play a minor role and the algorithm sometimes comes off badly in experimental comparisons. Many alternative variants have therefore been proposed over the years. In this work, we show experimentally that the algorithm instead has its strength in a setting where multiple optima are to be identified.
I. INTRODUCTION
Efficient global optimization (EGO) is a popular algorithm for the optimization of expensive multimodal black-box functions. At its core is a Kriging metamodel, whose predictions are used to formulate a so-called infill criterion. This criterion usually is a compromise between two goals: a) to detect especially good solutions, and b) to improve the model itself in order to enable better predictions. The established model can be employed to cheaply search for potential new points because it is much faster than the original function, often by orders of magnitude. By optimizing with regard to the infill criterion, a new point can be determined for sampling the expensive function. It is clear that this works reasonably well only for functions that can be predicted from a sparse sample, namely relatively low dimensional and generally rather smooth ones. With more and more samples coming in, the model improves, so that one gets a better and better overall impression of the original function. However, the model fit also gets more and more expensive, due to necessary matrix inversions. Thus, the sample size is limited, usually to around 1000 points.
The infill criterion of choice for EGO is the so-called expected improvement (EI), which incorporates both objectives mentioned above. While EGO is conceptually elegant and its convergence rate to the global optimum can be analyzed mathematically [3] , there are multiple experimental results that indicate a preference for a more greedy infill criterion in expensive global optimization. For example, [18] propose a weighted expected improvement, which can be adjusted to search more locally or globally, depending on the weights. [11] begin the search with EGO and switch to the covariance matrix adaptation evolution strategy (CMA-ES) [1] after some time, for fine-tuning the solution. Some more evidence has surfaced in research on "multipoint" infill criteria for parallelizing function evaluations. [2] discovered that just using the model prediction was the most successful infill criterion in a comparison with expected improvement and several multipoint infill criteria for a budget of 45n objective function evaluations, where n is the number of decision variables of the problem. [7] showed that an explorative variant of their constant liar criterion was less competitive than the more exploitative one, when filling in four to ten points on the Branin function. Also [22] developed an investment portfolio improvement function to propose three solutions per iteration, ranging from high exploitation to high exploration.
Our position is, that while the rather global search strategy of expected improvement may prevent a highly accurate approximation of the global optimum with small budgets, it represents a virtue for the task of finding multiple optima. This task is also known under the names of multi-global or multilocal optimization, depending on if only global or all optima are sought. EGO has to store the sampled points and function values anyway, to build the model, and all we have to do is to add a basin identification heuristic, to decide which points correspond to distinct attraction basins, and simply select the best one of each basin. As we want to avoid the responsibility of deciding if an optimum is global or local in our algorithm, we focus on multi-local optimization here.
Employing EGO as multi-local optimization algorithm may seem counterintuitive at first, but we claim that in an expensive optimization scenario, where we can afford only several hundreds of function evaluations, this makes a lot of sense. Many competing multi-local optimization algorithms rely on (multiple) local searches which turn out to be too expensive in this scenario. The focus of this paper is to experimentally analyse how well EGO is suited for expensive multi-local optimization. As expensive optimization setting, we assume budgets of 500 evaluations or less here. With respect to the limitation concerning the number of points that can be used as basis of a Kriging model, EGO matches the expensive optimization scenario very well. We therefore run EGO against one of the most effective and robust black-box optimization methods, the (Restart-) CMA-ES [1] . The CMA-ES is a good reference as it is also part of modern multimodal optimization algorithms, e. g., it performs the local optimization step in the NEA2 method [14] . [6] also compared model-based approaches with local search algorithms in a constrained optimization setting and found that the competition is quite balanced. This already shows that the situation is not as clear-cut as it seems.
If our reasoning from above is correct, EGO should perform better than CMA-ES and related methods under a multilocal optimization perspective, but worse if seen from a global optimization perspective. This would mean that in the expensive black-box setting, EGO is a very suitable multilocal optimization method. In order to compare it to other such methods, we need to add a basin identification method, because in the answer set of the algorithm, we only want points that are approximations of existing optima, not the full archive. According to [25] , we have two methods at hand: topographical selection (TS) by [21] and nearest-better clustering (NBC) as described in [13] . Previous investigations showed that using NBC can be problematic because it produces too many clusters if the point set deviates from uniformity [25] . We therefore rely on TS in this work.
To our knowledge, EGO and related surrogate-model-based methods have never been investigated in this way. The whole area of expensive multi-local/multimodal optimization seems to have been sparsely visited, one of the few works in this area is [12] . However, they do not employ the term multimodal optimization (MMO) as it has been established only years later.
II. PROBLEM DEFINITION
In the following, we will assume to have a deterministic objective function f : X → R, where X = [ , u] ⊂ R n is the search space or region of interest (ROI) and n ∈ N is the fixed number of decision variables. The vectors = ( 1 , . . . , n ) and u = (u 1 , . . . , u n ) are called the lower and upper bounds of X, respectively. A MMO problem was implicitly already defined by Törn and Žilinskas [20, pp. 2-3] . In [24, p. 6] , the definition was formulated explicitly as follows:
, a multimodal minimization problem is given as the task to approximate the
The variable h in this definition is simply a threshold to potentially exclude some of the worse optima. If h = ∞, we will be interested in all local optima of a problem.
, we are only interested in approximating all the global optima. We will stick to the basic task of finding all optima (h = ∞) here.
III. METHODS
Algorithm 1 illustrates the general sequential model-based optimization (MBO) framework, of which EGO is an instantiation. The main idea in MBO is to approximate the expensive function f (x) in every iteration by a regression model, which is much cheaper to evaluate. This is also called a meta-model or surrogate. We are using a Kriging model, which not only Algorithm 1 Sequential model-based optimization 1: generate an initial design D ⊂ X 2: y ← f (D) 3: while total evaluation budget is not exceeded do 4: fit surrogate on D and obtainf ,ŝ 5: get new x by optimizing infill criterion based onf ,ŝ 6 :
// evaluate new point 7: D ← (D, x ) // update design 8: y ← (y, y ) // update responses 9: end while 10: returnŷ * = min(y) and the associatedx * Algorithm 2 Topographical selection Input: points P = {x 1 , . . . , x N }, number k of nearest neighbors Output: nodes of the topograph with no outgoing edges 1: 
end if 10:
end for 11: end for 12: return {v ∈ V | deg + (v) = 0} // nodes without outgoing edges provides a direct estimationf (x) of the true function value f (x) but also an estimation of the prediction standard error s(x), also called a local uncertainty measure. Our Kriging implementation follows the "empirical Bayes" approach with a correlation kernel and a maximum likelihood estimation of its parameters [8] . We start by exploring the parameter space with an initial design, constructed in a space-filling fashion. The main sequential loop can be divided into two alternating stages: 1) Fit a response surface to training data (including estimation of the model's parameters). 2) Use the surface to compute new search points under the assumption that the parameters are correct. In [9] , the now standard expected improvement criterion was proposed. It is defined as
where φ and Φ are the density and cumulative distribution function of the standard normal distribution, respectively. Hence, the sought point is x * = arg max x ∈X EI(x). Topographical selection is provided as pseudo-code in algorithm 2. It has similarities to nearest-better clustering because the basic idea is to compare points regarding their quality to their closest neighbors. While NBC argues with relative distances, TS relies on fixed-size k-neighborhoods, such that k is a parameter of the algorithm. We start with an empty graph and for every point, we detect the k nearest neighbors. Now we add an edge that points from the worse to the better point. After finishing the loop, we return all points that have only incoming edges (they are better than all their k neighbors) as basin representatives. As performance measure for an approximation set P in the case of global optimization, we use the deviation from the global optimum f ∆ =ŷ * − f * 1 . In the multi-local case the number of found optima o = |{x * ∈ X * | d nn (x * , P) ≤ r }| divided by the total number of optima |X * | = ν as peak ratio PR(P) = o/ν is employed [19, 23] . Another measure is the averaged Hausdorff distance (AHD) [17] 
, by using X * as a reference set. The function d nn (x, X) denotes the Euclidean distance of a point x to its nearest neighbor in a set of points X.
IV. EXPERIMENT
Research question: How does the assessment of optimization algorithms depend on the performance measurement in expensive optimization, i. e., are the results in global optimization different from multi-local optimization? Task: We assume an anytime scenario for assessment, that is, the algorithms could be stopped at any time. We record three different performance measures over the course of optimization, namely the deviation from the global optimum, the peak ratio (PR), and the averaged Hausdorff distance (AHD). For PR, the position of an optimum is considered as approximated if a point is within a Euclidean distance of 0.01 in the normalized search space (see setup below). AHD is used with an exponent of one. For PR and AHD, the solutions up to the measuring point are filtered by topographical selection (TS), to stay close to a real-world scenario. Topographical selection, originally proposed by [21] , contains a parameter k, specifying a number of neighbors. To determine this parameter, we use the model k(n, N) = 0.215n + 0.74N 1/2 , depending on the dimension n and the number of points N. It was developed in [25] for random uniform samples. Although most solution sets produced by the optimization algorithms are not uniformly distributed, we feel certain that this is not a severe problem, as TS proved quite robust to changes in the distribution in previous experiments [25] . Setup: Table I contains the test problems used in this experiment. They consist of the classic test set for global optimization by Dixon and Szegö [5] , and some problems taken from the 2013 niching competition [10] . The former problems mostly contain fewer minima than the latter ones. However, the latter ones in part have other properties that make them easier, i. e., separability (modified Rastrigin) or no local optima (Vincent). All problems have in common the rather low dimension, bound constraints, and the fact that positions of all local and global minima are known. The last aspect is crucial for carrying out the assessment in the multi-local case with PR and AHD. The search spaces are always normalized to the unit hypercube. We compare three different algorithms, namely CMA-ES, EGO, and a maximin Latin hypercube sampling (MmLHS). MmLHS acts as a representative of random search here. Our MmLHS designs are produced on-the-fly by a greedy construction heuristic. Thus, they are not exactly optimal according to the maximin-distance criterion, but possess a significantly higher uniformity than random uniform sampling (see [24, p. 58] for details). For EGO, we try two variants, which only differ in the amount of function evaluations invested into the intial sample. The sample size is determined as cn, with c = 2 or c = 10.The initial sample for EGO is also drawn by MmLHS, thus MmLHS alone can be seen as a limiting case for EGO where the whole budget is spent on the initial sample. EGO's Kriging model uses the power-exponential kernel
For the kernel parameters, we require −2 ≤ log 10 (θ ) ≤ 2 and 0.5 ≤ p ≤ 2. As virtually all contemporary EGO implementations, our code differs from the algorithm in [9] in the way the infill criterion is optimized. Instead of a branchand-bound approach, which consumes a lot of memory and restricts the kernel choice, we simply use CMA-ES, started once from the best of 100n uniformly distributed points. Also the likelihood function for fitting the model is optimized with CMA-ES, based on recommendations in [15] .
CMA-ES is the candidate in this test set with a strong focus on local search. We use version 1.1.7 of the Python implementation from https://pypi.python.org/pypi/cma/. Its "tolfun" and "tolfunhist" stopping criteria are set to 10 −3 and 10 −5 , respectively, to stop really early and thus potentially have some budget left for starting another search. The starting points for CMA-ES are drawn by the maximin reconstruction algorithm, as recommended in [24] . The initial step size is set to 0.15.
In total, this experimental setup is chosen deliberately rather in favor of EGO than of CMA-ES, by including the test problems EGO was originally proposed for [9] . Additionally, CMA-ES is geared to being a very robust black-box optimizer, so it is not necessarily the most efficient one on these lowdimensional, continuously differentiable problems [16] . Results: Figures 1, 2, and 3 illustrate the development of the three indicators over the course of optimization. In all figures, the curves represent mean values over 75 stochastic replications, with a 95% confidence interval for the mean under normality assumption. Observations: Figure 1 shows that even under the quite restricted budget of 500 evaluations, CMA-ES significantly beats EGO on some problems EGO was developed for, if only the deviation from one global optimum counts. The variance is larger for CMA-ES, because some runs naturally only converge to local optima, but the average performance is clearly better. However, EGO is always better than CMA-ES in terms of AHD and PR (see Figs. 2 and 3 ). On problems with a large number of optima, MmLHS obtains a still better AHD than EGO, but the optima are not approximated very well. Thus, EGO always has the better peak ratio. With two exceptions, its peak ratio is also always better than that of CMA-ES.
Only few significant differences can be found between the choices c = 2 and c = 10 for EGO, but the results seem to be slightly in favor of c = 2.
The number of selected solutions is mostly nicely correlated with the problems' actual number of optima (not shown). On Branin and Shekel5, even the correct number of optima is reliably identified towards the end of the optimization. However, the approximation quality does not satisfy the PR criterion for all optima. Discussion: The results show that EGO represents an intermediate strategy between CMA-ES and MmLHS regarding the exploration-exploitation trade-off. It has the potential to detect several attraction basins with quite small budgets, but lacks the ability to approximate the corresponding optima with high precision, i. e., the f ∆ may stagnate for several hundred function evaluations. (Note that a similar observation was made in [11] for the sphere function.) On the other hand, performance measures from MMO do often keep improving during this time.
The bends in the curves of CMA-ES in Fig. 1 are probably due to the aggressive stopping criteria, which prevent the algorithm from approximating the global optimum to a higher precision. This is the only explanation on problems as Branin or Vincent, which only contain global optima, and where we would expect a linear convergence behavior otherwise. However, this is not to be seen as a drawback, as we deliberately chose this setting to obtain a better global search, and the restarts do clearly improve other measures (see Figs. 2 and 3 ). Tuning the initial step size might improve the CMA-ES performance slightly more. However, note that any improvement of CMA-ES would further strengthen the support for our hypothesis, so the omission is not critical.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We showed that EGO is in fact not always the best algorithm for global optimization, i. e., the application it was originally designed for, except for extremely small budgets of approximately up to 200 function evaluations. By our experimental setup, this statement is restricted to rather lowdimensional (2 ≤ n ≤ 8), smooth, and generally well-behaved objective functions. However, as higher-dimensional, more multimodal, and/or non-continuous functions would pose even more difficulties to the meta-modelling, and other optimization algorithms as, e. g., CMA-ES are inherently more robust to such difficulties, because they use less assumptions about the problem, the statement might be extended to broader settings in the future. Of course more sophisticated sequential MBO algorithms do already exist [11, 18] , and may not share some of the basic EGO's weaknesses in global optimization, but our point is that EGO is actually fairly well-suited for the slightly different problem definition of finding multiple optima, when the optimization problem is expensive. Thus, combining it with a suitable basin identification heuristic makes it a strong competitor in this domain.
In future work, we shall look again at the basin identification mechanism and find better values or heuristics for the k parameter, or even another algorithm altogether. Also, additional MBO algorithms may be tested to find out if there exists an approach that is competitive in both the global and multi-local optimization case. Finally, the methods shall be thoroughly benchmarked on a larger set of problems in order to make stronger claims on their strengths and weaknesses. 
